St.Peter Athletic Booster Club Meeting 10/8/14

 In attendance: David Lorenz, Diane Stewart, Mick and Judy Tridico, Sherri
Schlitt, Jeff Charette Audrey Ralph, Mike Wasiniack, Frank Gordon, Pat
Dropsey, Chris Winters, and Carla Eighinger
 Carla opened with prayer
 Pat Dropsey moved to approve the minutes from September’s meeting,
and Jeff Charette seconded the motion.
 Reports
- Treasurer- Pat Dropsey handed out the fiscal report. Discussed that the
swim team pool contract was paid for $3,500 but some of that will be
reimbursed as Mansfield Christian is also sharing the pool with St. Peter.
Another fee that was paid, was the course fees for Golf which was $400.
Money is still being donated in Syl Thomas’ name. Carla reiterated that
that it is the booster clubs’ job to merely “hold” the money and that a
separate accounting page will be kept to keep track of the expenditures.
It is not the boosters’ job to approve or reject the requests.
- Concessions- see report, but they total approximately $1000
- AD- Frank Gordon summarized the end of fall season wrapping up soon
with teams entering into MBC (mid buckeye conference) championships
soon. Good luck to Natalie Zitko as she advances to district competition
in Bowling Green. Frank also reported that he has been finishing the
MBC website and will be “live” soon with a link to St Peter Spartans.
Basketball games and swim meet schedules are finished and uniforms
for the basketball teams have been purchased.
Old Business
- Reverse Raffle- Carla has written up a letter to be sent home with all
students and possibly in the church bulletin with details concerning
raffle. Radio stations will not let us “advertise” the raffle due to FCC
regulations concerning gambling. List of volunteers and job assignments

discussed. As a group, we theorized about why attendance has fallen
and how to increase support.
- Popcorn Machine- the group clarified that we want to purchase a 12oz
kettle or greater machine with our budget being approximately $1000$1500. There was some discussion whether the machine would be in
the Bob Fry or out at Spartan Fields.
- Carla reminded the group that the cord needs replaced on the Menchie
cooler
New Business
-Basketball Raffle ideas were brought up…ticket sales have been down on
The tv and ipad. Other suggestions included Dicks/Dunhams certificates or
Kalahari tickets. No decision was made.
-Golf Outing will be chaired by John Jerger. No date set yet.
- The Athletic Department will be selling Winter Season Sports passes and
the form can be found on line. The pass will be for the girls, boys, or combined
basketball games. Suggested cost was $10 for 11 games.
-Mr Wasiniak introduced the idea of a “Spartan Swat Team” to help out the
security officers at the sporting events…to make sure everyone pays the entrance
fees for example. The “team” would consist of 3 to 4 people.
-The Bob Fry floor needs to be resanded. Mr Payne is getting estimates. Mr
Wasiniak introduced creative new ideas to potentially raise funds to accomplish
this and eventually redo the whole auditorium.
-one suggestion to help raise money was a Freethrow a- thon in December
that would include players ranging from 3rd grade- varsity.
Pat Dropsey moved to end the meeting and Sherri Schlitt seconded it. Next
meeting will be Wednesday Nov 12, 7pm in the St. Claire room.
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